In [2] , I exhibited a set of (three) generators for the collineation group, G2, of the free plane ir2. In the last section of that paper, I claimed to have a set of relations for the group, but had omitted them due to the length of the proof that they sufficed to determine the group. Several requests for the relations (and my own realization that this particular group could not easily be studied by the purely geometric presentation of [2]) led to the preparation of the present paper, in which the proof of the sufficiency of the relations is somewhat different from the original proof. I would like to thank Professor W. H. Mills for several helpful discussions concerning the present proof.
duced.
In studying the group G2, it seems necessary to make heavy use of the geometric properties of it2, so we begin with an examination of certain relations between the generating configurations in it2. As in [2] , we have ir20-a set of four points, no three of which are collinearwhich generates it2, and relative to which we assign a stage to every point and line of ir2. A generating configuration, C (consisting of four points of it2 no three collinear, which generate w2), is said to be of stage k if each of the four points of C has stage ^ k, and if some point of C has stage k. We have the following result.
Theorem A. There is, in it2, one generating configuration of stage 0, and exactly 6• 4*_1 configurations of stage k>0.
Proof. This theorem is easily proved using the proof of Theorem 6 in [2] . The configuration ir* is the (unique) configuration of stage 0, and it was observed in [2, §3] that there are exactly seven configurations of stage ál-Thus the theorem is true for k = l. For k>l, we examine Figure 1 of [2] . The configuration C= {P1P2-P3X4} was a general configuration of stage k>i. In the course of the proof of Theorem 6, it was shown that in order for C to be a generating con- (1) f(k) =-24-6-4*-1
collineations of stage k = 1.
Proof. As we saw in [2] (Theorem 4), there are exactly 24 collineations which map it2, onto any other generating configuration of w2. Recall now the set of generators obtained in [2] for G2. If t2, = {AiA2BiB2), and if al=(Al-A2)f\(Bi-B2), a2 = (Al-B2)C\(A2-Bl), then it was shown that the collineations determined by Ai-+Ai
generate G2, where 6X and 62 generate a group, S2, isomorphic with the symmetric group on the four points of ir2, while <p2 = 7. Thus, any element aEG2 can be written
where PikES2. We shall say that a is a group element of length n if a can be written in the form (2) containing w occurrences of <p. The next result we can prove is Theorem C. Every collineation of stage n is of length = ».
Proof. The proof of this theorem is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 7 of [2] . For « = 0, the 24 collineations of stage 0 are the elements of S2, and they are of length 0. The 24-6 elements of stage 1 are obtained from the six collineations of length 1 listed on p. 135 of [2] by premultiplying each by the elements of S2. For «>1, let a be the collineation of stage n under consideration. Then it was demonstrated in the proof of Theorem 7 that there exist collineations ß, r¡, such that ß is of stage k <n, and 77 is of stage i£ 1, and such that a = nß. Now if we assume as an induction hypothesis that the theorem is true for all k <n, then, since ß is assumed to be of length <«, and 77 has length rgl, the length of a must be no greater than k + 1 :g«, and the theorem is proved.
With these theorems at our disposal, we can proceed to derive the relations defining G2. This is done by considering the number of elements of G2 of each possible length. (Here, the more cumbersome notation of [2] for collineations has been abandoned in favor of standard permutation notation, since from this point to the end of the paper, all collineations to be considered are in S2, and are representable by their action on 7Tq.) Observe that the set P0 = X Pe, Pi, Ps forms a subgroup, S', of order four, of the group S2. Now, a set of coset representatives for the left cosets of S' in S2 is 5= {P0, Pi, P2, P3, P4, Pb} , where
Pi=(BiBi)(Ai)(Ai), P6= (AiAi)(BiB2).
It is now easy to see that any element of length 1 can be written in the form (6) PrfPk, PrES2, PkES.
For, if P^PjES2, P{C¡>Pj^Pl<¡>P,Pk, P.ES', PkES, and P^P.Pk = PiPi<t>Pk = Pr<pPk, PtES'. Thus, the relations (3) imply that there can be at most 24-6=/(l) elements of length 1. But Theorems B and C (and the fact that all the collineations of length 0 are of stage 0) imply that there must be at least/(l) collineations of length 1. Thus the collineations determined by (6) must all be distinct, and must all correspond to the collineations of stage 1.
We now need to verify the equality
which is easily done by direct computation, and we can proceed to prove Theorem D. The relations determined by (3) and (7) imply that there can be no more than f(k) collineations of length k>l.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and proceeds as follows. For k = 2, let g = Pil(pPi1<pPi, be any element of length 2. Then we can write Pi2<f>P{i = Pj2<j>Pn for some PnES. Similarly, we have Ph<bPJt = Pt<t>Pm for some PnES. Thus, g = Pi<f>Pm<pPn, Pm, PnES. But if Pm = I or Pm = Pi, g would be of length <2. Thus, we can assert, for any g of length 2, (8) g = Pi<i>Pm<pPn, Pi ES2, PnES, PmES{Po, P6}.
In general, we can show for any element g of length k, (8') g=Pi4>Pm<i> ■ • • Pmk-i4>Pn, PiES2, PmjES-{Po, Pt}, PnES. (7) show there must be ^f(k) collineations of length k. Thus, since no relations can hold in G2 which imply that there are less than f(k) such collineations, the above-mentioned relations must indeed imply that Theorem D can be sharpened, as asserted in part (b) of the theorem. To prove (a) we apply an induction argument. It has already been shown that every collineation of stage 0 is of length 0 and every collineation of stage 1 is of length 1. Assume that every collineation of stage k is of length k for k<n. Then, for k<n, there must be exactly f(k) collineations of length k. Now since by Theorem C, every collineation of stage n is of length ¿n, and since by Theorem D there are úf(n) collineations of length «, there must be exactly /(re) collineations of length re, and they must all be of stage re, since all of the collineations of length <w are also of stage <re. Thus, every collineation of stage re is of length re, and we have concluded the proof of the theorem.
Any relations in G2 not implied by (3) and (7) (and the fact that 0i and 02 generate a group isomorphic with Si), must reduce the number of elements of some length. But by Theorem E, these relations already have reduced the number of words of a given length in the free product of Si and cp to the required number, so any further relations would identify nonequal elements of G2. Thus we have obtained a set of relations for G2. To simplify further, notice that S' is the four group. Thus, if we have (3a), we can write foPe)OP,) = (<i>Po)(Pri) = ¿P80 = (P7<t>)(4>Pe) = Pa, which implies <pP% = Pi&, or (3c). Also from (3a), we can write (¿Pe)-1 = Pe<P -(Prf)-1 = <pPi, which implies (3b).
We summarize our results in Theorem F. The group G2 is generated by 0i, 02 and qb, and the follow- [April '(020!)2 = P* (9) el = p7 1 el1 Pi = p6j
